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About This Game

Puzzler World brings over 1200 puzzles of 8 popular puzzle types to your PC. Conceptis picture logic puzzle fans will be
happy to know that in addition to Crossword, Wordsearch, Fitword, Sudoku, Codeword, Spot the Difference and Silhouette

puzzles, Puzzler World also offers 83 Conceptis Link-a-Pix available in sizes of 10x10, 20x20 and 25x25.
Puzzler World is split across two game modes: Quickplay, for a fast puzzle fix, and Challenge, for advance gaming where you

can prove your puzzling prowess and tackle a wealth of puzzles and unlockable bonus games on offer.
Successful players can win Hint Tokens to spend on tips and solutions as well as unlock exciting Bonus Games from six

additional games to discover; Hangman, Chain Letters, Equate, Jigsaw, Picture Quiz and Missing Piece. The game also boasts a
Handwriting Recognition feature which allows players to teach the game their own unique alphabet and handwriting style.

Key Features:

Challenge: Play for Bonus Games and Rewards, or beat your personal best time.

Family Favourites: Including Wordsearch, Crossword, Sudoku, Spot-the-Difference, Silhouette, Codeword, Fitword
and Link-a-Pix

Quick Play: An instant way to improve your puzzling skills.

Bonus Games: Unlock additional bonus games in Challenge mode including Hangman, Equate, Jigsaw, Picture Quiz,
Chain Letters and Missing Piece.
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Handwriting Recognition: You can write in your own handwriting style which the game will learn to recognize.
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Title: Puzzler World
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Ideas Pad
Publisher:
Puzzler
Release Date: 28 May, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 2000/ Microsoft Windows XP/ Microsoft Windows Vista (admin rights required) 95/98/ME/NT4 no
longer supported.

Processor: Pentium 3 1GHz or Athlon XP equivalent

RAM: 256MB system Memory (XP); 512MB system Memory (Vista)

Graphics: 32MB DirectX 9.0c video card

Hard Drive: 700MB Free Space

Sound: Direct X 9.0c compatible sound card

Input Devices: Keyboard and mouse

Graphics Cards Supported: All DirectX 9.0c graphics cards, GeForce, GeForce 2, GeForce 3, GeForce 4, GeForce MX,
GeForce FX, GeForce 5 Series GeForce 6 Series, GeForce 7 Series, GeForce 8 Series, Radeon, Radeon 8 Series, Radeon 9
Series, Radeon X Series.

English,French,German,Italian
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hardcore game, good music. I like it very mutch!!!. I love the game! Looking forward to playing Frio 3! Going to keeping the
game and unlocking the uniforms!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rDfeE8nHZm8&t=369s. Okay i will say this dlc adds quite the challenge as the germans it
goes like this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s of infantry and AT guns very few tanks you only gets
stugs at the start however you keep them at range and there basicly shellproof however you get givin very few so a bit of
micromanging is at play consantly shifting between troops to attemped breakthroughs Now onto the soviets they are the
complete opposite they play with just about \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s of everything you really
can if you want just rush german positions with tanks infantry afty and obliterate everthing however once into contact with the
stugs you gonna have a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 time they will constantly one shot t34s there the main think
you should worry about also the new MG nests are deadly they will tear up whole squads and there hard to take out extremely
hard so much so that i brought up my su152 into point plank range anyway TLDR great dlc its lone hard really gives you that
feel of the eastern front meat grinder. I found the game less interesting than the previous ones, the plot is complex with final
twist, perhaps less characters to interact with. but it is always a pleasure to play. advice, Bosch's the damnation, Cold Case
summer, Amber blood, east side story.. Feels repetitive very quickly. First infest the whole world while keeping low on severity
of symptoms. Next, go all-in on lethality. This is not a strategy game nor a simulation game. In real life, new strands of mutated
virus will compete with existing strands. In this game, every new mutation instantly applies to all existing viruses.

Cannot recommend.. A great experiance - One of my favorite single player games. This game had me in such a trance that when
i played it, I lost track of time and realised id been playing for hours. Couldent reccomend more. This is a polished platformer
with plenty of mechanics to play with and a good sense of how to hide secrets in its levels. It's not the longest game in terms of
time spent to complete it, but the levels present a good variety of challenges, and make good use of the various mechanics
available through the characters you meet up with. The only thing I wish I'd seen would be variations of the character teamups
you could have had, but what's here is great already.

If you don't like platformers in the first place, I doubt this would change your mind, but for everyone else, it's worth a try!. Fun
game, and on sale!

Kinda like the old Space Wars in the 80's but with updated graphics, story, missions, and crafting! Can just play a mission or
two if you want.

Easy to learn, probably hard to master. Playing it on my Gaming PC in 4K. Will try on an old laptop - hopefully it will scale
down so that you can play on any machine.

The aesthetics are beautifully done! Kudos to these Devs! Hope to see more and DLC for such a reasonably priced game.
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This game is very minimal but also very clever. The levels are mazes made of invisible floating platforms. As you try to figure
out where the path is you will be mentaly challenged and take a leap of faith with every step. That is the story of this game it is
minimal, the graphics are nothing special, and this is the first game of an small development team. Yet if you take a leap of faith
with it you will not regret the purchase. It has clever and challenging puzzles, unique mechanics, and an effective story.. Fun
Adictive battle machanics. If you want to pay 4\u20ac for a mobile game, go ahead.. The gameplay itself is so poor and you
have every vehicle in the game unlocked from the beginning, so where is the fun of playing it?. This is actually a really neat
game. It's a combination of tetris and bejeweled with real-time block management thrown in. I randomly installed this out of my
phat library, and was not disappoint. The challenges are fun and can be difficult - but not so difficult that they're impossible. If
you're looking for a casual game to kill time with, I'd totally reccommend this game... I mean, come on guys, there's
inspirational flute music.. REVIEW

I finally had to tear myself away from this game to give this game a review.
I LOVE IT.
It is a colourful, animated rogue playing game which oozes with charm, amusing characteristics and a joy to play.

Graphics
Lets get the main part over. Its flat 2D (not 3D or even full 3D) and may look old hat to some of todays modern players
who are use to fancy graphics etc.
But, WHO CARES!
The graphics are big, bold, sharp, colourful, cartoon like and detailed with some lovely animations and on a resolution
of 1360 x 768 that graphics are sharp and very clear. The isometric view reminds of an old ZX spectrum game called
Knightlore which was very popular at its time. I love the design of the characters that I have met so far as well as the
detailed dungeon walls, floors etc. The animation is extremely good with humans eyes blinking, or the way the hero
switches between weapons to the different creatures movement to the way they die. When I first saw the size of the
graphics it was BIG on my screen which was good because it makes the game much more claustrophobic as you only
see a small section of the dungeon and you don't know what is in front of you. As your hero moves sections of the
dungeon falls away behind you as a new section rises up to meet you. When playing the game you forget it is 2d because
you are so engrossed with look and style of the game play especially when the manic battles occur. Also because of the
2d aspect it mean it less strain of the computer system requirements and allows you to have battles with lots of
monsters and animations flying back and forth with a fast, manic and smooth look. The death animation of the
creatures ranges from cute to funny to surprising. Also the special ability that each creature has so far (Only seen a
few) again ranges from very funny to amusing or even frustrating when your in battle, but that is part of the charm.
The town is nicely set out with a some nice animations. But it is the dungeon where the action takes place and thrill
seeing a new creature with special abilities.
Score (9\/10)

Sound\/Music
The sounds effects are nice with some nice touches. I like the sound of the shadowlord dying, or when splodges hit your
monitor before sliding down with a squeakily sound effect. The music is nice and I have a favourite track which takes
place in the dungeon. This track has a pulsating heartbeat sound accompanied by an eerie music track which give the
game more atmosphere especially when going into deeper and more challenging dungeons. The other tracks for the
dungeon and town are nice and enhance the game further. Its the music for main menu that is maybe the weakest as
you are more interesting in getting into the game that you bypass it quickly. Score (7\/10)

Gameplay
The game is turn based however due to the fast response, the smoothness and quickness of the movement\/battles etc it
is very easy to be fooled into thinking that it is real-time. The number times I have moved my hero too quickly only to
end up smack bang into a horde of monsters is my fault. This of course ended my turn only for the enemy to start hurls
weapons, spells etc at me doing more damage before I could damage them. One particular battle was the battle with
gryphons in which they made a large section of the tiled floor all ice and because of my quickness my hero and NPC
were sliding about in opposite directions. This was both laughable at the start and then frustrating later due to being so
eager to fight them that I forgot it was turn based. So going turn based may make the game feel slower but it cranks up
the tension and atmosphere in the dungeons. Battles required tactical thought when dealing with different monsters at
the same time. Boss battles require even more thought because before you know you it, your surrounded by their
minions etc.
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There are lots of weapons in the dungeons and comparing them to your own weapons reveals each of them have their
own good and bad traits. You have to decide which one might be good for you. With so much choice, I spent about 5
minutes deciding whether to replace the sword I have with a new spear which has some bigger bonus hits but with less
abilities. Gold is in abundance but that is quickly spent on upgrading the armoury and blacksmith in your town to get
better stronger weapons and armour.

Magic is a crucial factor and with 6 schools of magic totalling 18 spells each with levels to go up in make the game more
interesting which gives way to deciding which spell you feel it better for you. You have 8 slots to hold weapons, magic
and other items to use in battle etc but which ones to go into which slots.
Gameplay (10\/10)

From what I have seen there are 2 aspects to this game: Story and Gauntlet.

The Gauntlet:
I first went into this by mistake right as the start with no clue as to how the game work and died very quickly. I tried
again thinking I made a mistake somewhere only to die again. It was then I discovered the story aspect and realised
that the gauntlet is a straight into dungeon rogue game to last as long as possible. Will try that once I complete the
story aspect

The Story:
This the main part of the game which introduces you to the game mechanics as well as the object of the game. Build up
your hero male\/female with weapons bought or found, fight monsters, gain gold and acquire other items scattered
about the dungeon to help you . There is a town which you have to build to acquire more weapons and allow you access
to your magic spells etc. In your quests in the dungeons you will encounter NPC characters\/creatures who will give aid
in battle with their own style of weapons. As to what the story is about well I will leave that up to you to find as I am
finding out now.

Criticisms:
I only have one. When you hover you arrow mouse over the buildings it would be nice to see the name of the building. I
sometimes select the blacksmith when I want the armoury or select the vault thinking it is the armoury. but that is the
only quibble.

Bottom Line
This is a game is fantastic with its old style look that should appeals to gamers old and young. It has sharp, colourful
animated graphics, with good game play, nice sounds\/music etc and once you learn the game mechanics it is very easy
to control. A big thank you Spellbind Studios for creating a beautiful looking rogue style game. Score (9\/10). Its not
game of the year, but its damn close.
Only bad thing is that there are no fortinte dances.. OMG this is the most boring game I've ever encountered. I think
this is the first game in my life that I've stopped playing after less than 2 minutes. You literally just search through 2D
drawings for random items that you require for some unknown and non-sensical reason. It's as if the devs stripped
away all of the good parts of a point and click adventure game and left you with only the worst part which is searching
through a screen on a pixel hunt for nonsense. If you actually like fun in your games, steer clear. I don't know how this
got "very positive" reviews.. oWhile the WAKFU animated series is wonderful, and i do not regret giving them my
money directly (rather than watching through Netflix) this episode is not quite on par with the original series.

For clarification, I do not and probably never will play the MMO.

This episode decided to drop a lot of the comedy elements- a major part of the original series- to go for a more serious
tone. Maybe to tell the story in enough time, but either way, the end result is something that doesn't quite feel the same
as the original. Since this series has never been too complicated with its plot to begin with, and a bit childish with some
things (everyone always believes the true statement as soon as it is said, for instance) this results in a contrived feeling.

I watched this episode, and i will watch the next two, but my general opinion is meh- it is nowhere near the original
level of quality of the original.. mixture of 8bit platformer game with some rpg elements where you can get items, craft
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them, have ladders and even ropes - levels seem to be generated randomly. great small game.
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